RECAP OF

2021
!

from Project Imagine

Despite this year’s shaky beginning as a result of an ever serious pandemic, Project Imagine
has managed to thrive and progress so that we end this year on a light and joyous note. This
school year, we experienced saying farewell to our senior leaders and hello to a new set of
dedicated people who assumed the responsibility of guiding Project Imagine. It has been
exciting for us who have inherited the leadership mantle to begin to grow this organization on
new paths with new ideas and perspectives. Just last week - Project Imagine turned SIX
YEARS old! It is not just leadership, however. We gained 40 enthusiastic and dedicated
members to the Project Imagine family! With some changes in branding, Project Imagine’s logo
and merch have recently adopted a red color scheme and flower design! Although all branding
is subject to interpretation, one way to think of this design is that red symbolizes the blood of
menstruation, flowers, the cycle of birth, and fluorescence. Thanks to our merch committee
(shoutout to Yanna!), we have been able to continue distributing these designs throughout our
club. These changes are indicative of our ever-evolving organization and dynamic pursuit in
battling period poverty and stigmatization. Our aim is to help every girl receive a proper
education, which is the mission further set by our Project Imagine Presidents, Makda, and
Keifer!!! Click here and scroll down til you see “Welcome” to learn more!

So without further ado…..
Here are some changes this club has pursued to achieve our goals.

Updates on Period Pals!
(The continued formation of eternal friendships)
As the pandemic continues to blight these years, we have not allowed
it to alter our relationships with students across Kenya. Thanks to the
School Visits and Boy’s curriculum committee, (shoutout to Reuben
and Solomon!), we have managed to strengthen and keep Period Pals
afloat. Even though Project Imagine distributed food and sanitary
supplies to over 10,000 families in 2021 - the one-on-one connection
with the students attending these schools remains deeply valuable to
us. We are planning to continue exchanging personal letters with the
students of Salama school about topics involving period positivity,
relationships, peer pressure, and more! We have enhanced our
communication by writing personal positive messages for the
girls with every donation. We have been told that these letters
brighten the student’s day and are always appreciated. Every
time we receive the students’ replies, we ourselves smile
because their answers are often accompanied by small
doodles and cute stickers! We are fortunate to stay in touch
with the students in Salama school, and eagerly anticipate the
next time we get to talk to them! Hopefully in person of course!

Incredible Partnerships
(that adds to the longevity of Project Imagine!)
First, we would like to say that thanks to our strong partnership with Zana Africa, Project
Imagine has continued to thrive even more than possible. Owing to their generous provision of
sanitary pads and health resources, we have been able to help over 1,300 vulnerable Kenyan
girls receive pads for an entire year for only $7 - or 800 shillings! We hope to continue working
with such a visionary partner, with whom we share goals and values.
Another collaboration emerged this October when we partnered with the American Women’s
Association (AWA) of Kenya, which aims to help women, children, and the elderly by sponsoring
fundraisers and conducting social gatherings. Since 1958, they have provided numerous
materials and support to many causes, including local schools and hospital centers. Now they
have reached out to help Project Imagine by spreading more awareness to our club and
supplying financial and physical aid whenever needed. Through this partnership, the social

media and communication leaders (shoutout to Anabel and Sam!) have also developed a video
that introduces Project Imagine. You can watch it here!!
You can find out more about our partners on their
websites!
Zana Africa: http://www.zanaafrica.org/
AWAofKenya: https://awaofkenya.wixsite.com/website

This year’s highlight school visit!!
(To Salama school)
On June 10th, Project Imagine was honored with a special visit to the Salama school in order to
celebrate the 2021 graduating Class 8 students. Though we had to keep a safe distance, it was
deeply moving to once again see the familiar faces of students now walking their last steps of
high school education. Together, we were privileged to hand out their certificates and PI merch
as they passed this milestone towards secondary
school.

Introducing ISK Outreach!!
(creating new awareness within our school)
In May 2021, Project Imagine officially became a part of ISK’s club system. Now fully registered
as an ISK club, we have the liberty of launching more projects to spread awareness of our
objectives to our student peers. We also gained two amazing new adult advisors - Ms. Mariana
Garza and Ms. Joyce Gacheke-Tall. Together with Ms. Lilly, they support our work at ISK and
beyond. As a result of being an official ISK club, we launched a new committee, ISK Outreach
(shoutout to its first leader - Go Silas!). Tasked with facilitating partnerships between other ISK
clubs and monitoring all Project Imagine ISK-based initiatives, this committee has already
brought vibrant attention and value to our goals. Its first footprint on ISK’s floors took place in the
shape of a few PI-led presentations to 5th graders in November. The first series of presentations
were focused on describing the process of periods and menstruation and explaining how normal
and universal it is for most girls. The second series of PI presentations revolved around the
more general approach of puberty, hormones, and how to control emotions. This small

assembly allowed for more one-on-one interaction with the PI members and 5th graders, as we
all shared approaches for calming ourselves in stressful situations and how, just like in the High
School Musical movie, we are all in this together! We look forward to further progress with this
committee as it continues to build partnerships with other ISK clubs.

Project Imagine now at Rosslyn Academy!!
Another new movement that 2021 welcomed was the expansion of Project Imagine. Now our
club is not only taking place at ISK but at Rosslyn Academy (also in Nairobi). PI-Rosslyn is led
by senior Aiko who manages to both stay in touch with us and lead an entire club composed of
different members to carry out our shared goals. As of now, they are still conducting safe school
visits to different educational institutions across Nairobi. And with just a year under their belt,
they have already managed to pass large milestones and make a difference. So far, they have
raised $500 selling concessions, made period kits for all of the eighth-grade girls in the schools
they distribute to, and donated 40 reusable pad kits from Kenyan-owned businesses to the
Limuru Children’s Center. We are very honored to partner with such a diligent club and excited
to see them grow and spread our same values.

Our number one 2021 highlight
The 250K Sanitary Pad fundraising drive!!!!
Saving the best for last! Becoming an ISK club has also
allowed us to reach and eclipse our goal of dispersing
250,000 pads! We have now collected and distributed

255,713 pads

over
since 2015 and are still
counting!!!! This was achieved by our launch of a
fundraising drive to accumulate period pads. The
campaign initially aimed to gather 18,975 pads by the end
of a 5 day school period, but amazingly collected over
24,688 pads. The campaign consisted of a week full of
carefully planned and advertised activities. Monday was
the day for decorating masks, where multiple peers
contributed
to
a
covid
cautious exercise of coloring
and personalizing their own PI merch masks.
Tuesday followed with a “wear red day” for raising
period poverty awareness. Wednesday was the
day of our highest donations, paired with plenty of
PI stickers to match. Even now these stickers can
be seen throughout the school! Placed in lockers,
on computers, in phone cases, on walls, and on
clothing!! Thursday was yet again another high
donation day, with chocolate, candy, and facts
about periods handed out to every pad donor. The
last day ended on a sublimely positive note, with our goal achieved
and our spirits soaring from the happy challenge of the day’s task:
“write a letter to a woman in your life!” We are overall so grateful to
our terrific peers, parents, and sponsors for helping us achieve such a huge milestone. We
could not have done this effort of all, present and past Project Imagine participants, leaders,
partners, and stakeholders, including beneficiaries. On the threshold of a new year, we hope to
see even more enthusiasm in the future, as support for Project Imagine at ISK continues to
grow.

Final wishes!!!!
This year has been one full of prosperity and growth. So to follow it, we would like to welcome
the coming year with open arms and the aim to instill further change with more fundraisers,
presentations, letters, distributions, advertisements, and hopefully even a few school visits. Let’s
wrap up 2021 with a smile and thanks to everyone who has helped us make it this far. Even with
Covid, this club has managed to adapt and gain even more support for its sixth year. We are
excited to see new faces cheering us on as we show gratitude to the ones who have been there
from the start. Project Imagine started from only a simple vision, yet grew to a club that has
been able to achieve so much in such little time. Let’s make 2022 count!

Help us not only imagine but create a world where every girl can complete her education.
One pad and one girl
at a time!

Happy New Year!!! Sincerely, Project Imagine

Project Imagine is grateful for your support!
Website: projectimagine.net
Instagram: @project.imagine
Twitter: @ProjectImagine5
Facebook: Project Imagine

Snapchat: @project.imagine
You can donate to Project Imagine on PayPal

